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                    Abstract
Background and Aims
Roots express morphological and physiological plasticity that may be adaptations for efficient nutrient capture when soil nutrients are heterogeneous in space and time. In terms of nutrient capture per unit of carbon invested in roots, morphological plasticity should be more advantageous when nutrient patches are stable in time, and physiological plasticity when nutrients are variable in time.
Methods
Here we examined both traits in two Pinus species, two Liquidambar species, two Solidago species, Ailanthus altissima and Callistephus chinesis, grown in pots where the same total level of nutrient addition was provided in a factorial experiment with different levels of spatial and temporal variability.
Results
Total plant root growth, Root/Shoot ratios and morphological plasticity were less when nutrients were temporally variable instead of stable. Physiological plasticity was more variable than morphological across treatments and species and was not predictably greater when nutrient supply was pulsed instead of constant. Large variability, especially in physiological plasticity, was observed, and physiological plasticity was greater in non-woody than in woody species.
Conclusions
Our results suggest that the two traits differ in environmental factors that control their expression, and that the nature of nutrient patchiness may have more direct impact on the evolution of morphological than physiological plasticity.
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                    Notes
	We dripped the dyed 15N solution on a Whatman 42 filter paper and noted that the dye moved slightly more slowly than the clear solution. However, within the larger pore sizes of the sand growth medium, we believe that movement of the dye and solution should have been more synchronous. In roots, where we observed that dye moved beyond the zone of 15N exposure, we were able to identify the exposed region of roots through a magnifying lens.
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